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Masters Study in the Department of International Politics
The Department of International Politics at Aberystwyth University is the first of its
kind in the world and offers a flagship MA in International Relations. Recognised as
being among the UK’s leading departments for the study of International Relations by
the 2014 Research Excellence Framework, the department at Aberystwyth has a
Graduate School that benefits from decades of experience producing generations of
outstanding postgraduate students. It attracts some of the brightest and best
students from around the world to study in a challenging and highly stimulating
intellectual environment.
All Master’s modules are taught by full-time academic members of staff who use
innovative teaching methods and bring their cutting-edge research expertise into the
seminar room. The department’s Graduate School provides an unrivalled learning
experience and is an immensely rewarding place in which to undertake taught
postgraduate study.

Dr Patrick Finney
Head of Department

Whether you are interested in understanding the conceptual underpinnings of international politics or tackling
practical policy implications of global politics today, by studying for a Master’s degree here you will be part of a
department at the forefront of researching and teaching about the major challenges facing the world in the 21 st
century.

Masters Degree Schemes
MA International Relations
Our Full-Time MA degree schemes are 12
months in duration, with the taught
element taking place September-June, and
the dissertation completed JuneSeptember. A strong commitment to the
best possible learning experience means
that teaching generally takes place in
small, interactive seminar groups.
MA Degree schemes offered for
2020/2021 are as follows:
Specialist Pathway
 International Relations (Specialist) MA,
1 year

March 2020

Research Training Pathway
 International Relations (Research
Training) MA, 1 year

Full-Time Tuition Fees

 Dual MA with American University in
Washington DC, 2 year programme
MPhil Degree
The Department also offers students the
opportunity to study for the MPhil
degree, which is a research-based
Masters, comprising a 60,000-word
thesis. Students are normally advised to
take advantage of the excellent research
training modules available, and receive
close supervision. The MPhil is
completed in one year in full-time mode or
two years part-time. MPhil candidates may
upgrade to PhD status. Please
contact the Department for further
information about submitting an MPhil
application

MA Degrees
UK/EU

£ 7,000

Non-EU

£14,700

MPhil Degree
UK/EU
Non-EU

*2019-2020 fees & subject to change
Please note that different tuition fees
may apply for interdisciplinary
Masters programmes, please see
http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/postgrad/
funding-fees
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What a Masters Degree
can do for you
There are may reasons for pursuing postgraduate study.
Acquiring a Masters degree is not just for people who
wish to progress to a PhD—although it is an excellent
foundation. A Masters qualification can be equally
geared to the wider job market. In offering an ‘added
value’ dimension to anyone seeking employment, it
represents a tangible career investment.
Whatever the reason, the successful completion of a
Masters programme at the Department of International
Politics at Aberystwyth University could well be a very
important factor in shaping your academic, personal and
professional future. In today’s highly competitive
employment environment, a Masters degree can be a
valuable qualification that can make an application stand
out from the rest.
Surveys indicate that employment rates and salary
profiles of postgraduates consistently outpace those of
graduates. It is important to note therefore, that the
Department of International Politics regards employability
as an important and integral facet of Masters training.
Our MA courses are specifically designed to provide
students with an advanced academic/theoretical training
as well as developing valuable sets of transferable skills
in anticipation of their future career needs (e.g. strong
writing and analytical capabilities; individual and team
based working methods; multi-source research
projects). A Masters course is designed to achieve a
high level of specialist knowledge in a short and intense
timeframe. In doing so, it allows you to maximise your
potential in the job market by being thoroughly up to
speed in the substance, trends and debates of your
chosen subjects.

Where might it lead? Practically anywhere. A Masters
degree opens up alternative pathways and new
possibilities. If that is true in general terms, then it’s so
much more so with a Masters from a top-ranked centre
of excellence like the Department of International
Politics at Aberystwyth University. This is evidenced by
the remarkable range of careers that an InterPol
Masters has launched, e.g. the EU, United Nations,
NGOs, the diplomatic service, business, journalism,
teaching, the armed forces, civil society organisations,
public sector management and political representation
in Westminster and Cardiff.

Research Community

Student Profile

MA students are integrated into the Department's
unique world-leading rand extraordinarily vibrant
research culture. The Department regularly invites
leading academic and political figures to Aberystwyth
to deliver guest lectures. Leading scholars from
outside Aberystwyth also join with the Department’s
own staff and postgraduate students in the weekly
International Politics Research Seminar (IPRS). A
number of specialised Research Groups, Centres and
Institutes based within the Department also organise
their own programmes of seminars, visiting speakers
and academic conferences. In addition, some key
academic journals, including Contemporary Wales,
Intelligence and National Security, and International
Relations - are edited by members of the Department

“Having completed my undergraduate

Graduate School

degree in International Politics I decided to
stay on in the Department and study for my
Masters. The main reason I chose to do so
was that I was just not ready to leave the
Tina Becker
department, the university nor the town yet!
Furthermore, Master study in Interpol provides more
freedom in our research and allows the issues to be
discussed in much greater depth and from a range of
perspectives. The course is definitely challenging, requiring
good time management: balancing preparation work for
seminars with assignments and dissertation work, and on
top of that the various volunteering I do with the University,
St John Ambulance, and Amnesty International. Finally, I
choose to stay as the staff are incredibly engaging and
understanding and always willing to give us a guiding hand
with our work should we need it.”
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Structure of International Relations MA Programme
The Department of International Politics offers two
degree scheme pathways for its MA International
Relations programme: Specialist (S) and
Research Training (RT).
Specialist
The Specialist pathway provides you with the
opportunity to pursue advanced, subject specific
study in a particular area of the discipline and is
the traditional route for gaining a postgraduate
qualification at this level.

Compulsory Degree
Scheme Module

+

Remaining modules
chosen from any
offered by the
Department (may
include 20 credits from
elsewhere in AU).

+

Dissertation

Research Training
The Research Training (RT) pathway is designed to provide a foundation in social science research training with
some International Politics subject specific content. This pathway is particularly useful to students planning PhD
research, especially those who want to apply for research council funding.

Disciplinary Specific
Research Training

+

University Social
Science Research
Training
Programme

Graduate School

Compulsory Degree
Scheme Module

+

Remaining modules
chosen from any offered by
the Department (may
include 20 credits from
elsewhere in AU

+

Dissertation
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Optional modules due to be taught in 2020-2021:

British Counter-Insurgency Warfare in
the 20th Century
Dr Gerry Hughes

To Apply
Full details on how to apply are outlined at:
www.aber.ac.uk/en/postgrad/howtoapply/ or feel
free to contact the Department.

Entry Requirements
Critical Security Studies:
Contemporary Theories
Dr Kamila Stullerova

Critical Security Studies: Emerging
Issues
Dr Jan Ruzicka

A good honours degree (high 2.2 or above) is the
academic entry requirement for admissions to
Masters programmes offered by the Department of
International Politics (with the exception of the Dual
MA with American University, which requires a high
2.1 or above). Candidates who do not meet this
standard will be considered on a case by case basis
be required.

Funding
A funding calculator, outlining full details of awards
available, can be found at http://www.aber.ac.uk/en/
postgrad/funding-fees/calculator/

Emerging Powers and the Global
Order
Dr Charalampos Efstathopoulos

Alternatively, feel free to contact the Department for
details.

Indigenous Politics
Dr Lucy Taylor

Intelligence, Security and
International Relations in the 20th
Century
Dr Warren Dockter

Power and Postwar
Reconstruction
Dr Jeff Bridoux

Post-Western International Relations
Professor Mustapha Pasha

Russia at War: 1812-Present
Dr Jenny Mathers

01970 622708 @ interpol@aber.ac.uk 
Graduate School

Department of International Politcs, Penglais,
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion SY23 3FE
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